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Mod/Smart Twist Lock
Mount 1/2 Inch - Black

$0.79

Product Images

Short Description
MOD/SMART (*TCM) Twist Lock Mounts oﬀer a fast and economical way to securely position, route and mount wire, cable, or
tubing. featuring a twist lock closure so wires can be removed after assembly if desired. No holes to drill or screws to turn because
this Lock Mount is backed with polyethylene foam tape that is extremely easy to install just peel and stick.

Description
MOD/SMART (*TCM) Twist Lock Mounts oﬀer a fast and economical way to securely position, route and mount wire, cable, or
tubing. featuring a twist lock closure so wires can be removed after assembly if desired. No holes to drill or screws to turn because
this Lock Mount is backed with polyethylene foam tape that is extremely easy to install just peel and stick. The Twist Lock Mount
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also provides excellent conform-ability, high temperature and solvent resistance, in addition to a high ultimate bond strength. The
reusable Twist Lock Mount is molded to be tough and resilient.
*True Color Match (TCM) - An Exclusive Process which provides consistent coloring to an entire product line therefore improving
aesthetics by color matching. Partnered with PrimoChill's watercooling product line, you can be sure all your wire management
and cooling loop parts will perfectly match! The days of UV Pinkish mismatched with your UV Red sleeving....is GONE.
Installation Note: The mounting surface should be smooth, clean, and dry to insure a secure adhesion.

Features
Features:
Economical and reusable
Tough and Resilient
Low Profile friendly
8 True Color Match choices, including 7 UV reactive colors.
Easy, no tool, installation.

Additional Information
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Brand

Mod/Smart

SKU

TL-MT-12-BN

Weight

0.1000

Color

Black

Wire Management Type

Clamp

Material

Plastic

Size

1/2"
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